
Short form of New Year
Billu is a school going student. He has to write the homework in his diary. Every diary has a field
of ‘Date’. He writes date in this form ‘13/11/2014’. After his final examination he got some days as
holiday. The 1st day of New Year 2015 he went to school and did mistake to write the year name.
Instead of 1/1/2015 he wrote 1/1/2014 every time. And you know it’s a common mistake by
everyone.

Billu is worried about very large year name like 2364568698(Seems impossible to have a year
like this, but billu is a young kid, he just love numbers, so… J ). He is thinking about the students
of 2364568698. They have to write their diary every day like 14/11/2364568698,
15/11/2364568698 and so on. Billu’s elder brother Jillu releases him from this very large year
problem. Jillu said any year can be written in a short form of 2 digits. The last 2 digits of any year
indicate that year. Like 2014 can be written as 14, 2015 can be written as 15. And more precisely
2364568698 can be written as 98.

Now Billu is very happy! He can represent any year in its short form. But he can’t find the short
form of ab year. For example, Billu want to find the short form of year 47. 47=16384. So the short
form is 84.

Billu needs your help. Write a program that can find the short form of any year of ab form.

Input & Output:

There are several test cases. Each line of input data contains two integers a and b. Where a and
b are greater than 3 and both will fit in 32 bit integer range. Program will be terminated by EOF.

Output will be a single line for each test case. Each line contains the short form of year like
above.

Input Output
4 7
5 5
6 4

84
25
96
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